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AbstractThe objective of this research consists in exploring the factors influencing the regretexperience.To answer this objective, two techniques of data collection were used: the in-depth interviewsand the focus groups.The results of this research that allowed deduction of the factors involved in order to moderatethe experience of regret are of situational order and individual order.
Keywords: Regret – situational moderators –counterfactual- individuals’ moderators-satisfaction.______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Introduction"One cannot live without desire, we cannotlive without feelings and one cannot livewithout regret" (He, 2002). Who amongstus has never regretted a decision and eversaid, "I have seen no other choice beforebuying! "" I had to wait for Sales! "," Ishould have better negotiated my startingsalary”, “I should not have declared mylove! » (Delacroix, 2003). Regret iseverywhere in our lives and very fewpeople are spared from the feeling ofregret, and it's paid dearly. Regret is animportant emotion; of course, it canintervene in all spheres of any person’s life.That is why it has been the subject of a lotof research in various disciplines.
Literature Review

Definitions of RegretLandman (1993) defines regret as "anemotional state that is more or less painfulwhich is to feel sorry for misfortunes,limitations, losses, transgressions,shortcomings, and mistakes." If thecomparison between the selectedalternative and the rejected one is negative,

the individual will regret but if thiscomparison is positive he will enjoy.Recently, Zeelenberg and Pieters (2006),Zeelenberg and Pieters (2007) and Lee andCotte (2009) have reviewed the traditionaldefinition of regret as a painful feeling thatcomes after the comparison of "... what itis..." and "... what could have been ..."(Sugden, 1985). They note that regret isfelt when the result is unfavorablycompared to a better result that could havebeen if it had been chosen differently (realor imagined) (Bell, 1982; Tsiros and Mittal,2000 etc. ...), which is a one component ofthe concept of "regret." This component isknown as "regret of result" (Zeelenbergand Pieters, 2006; Lee and Cotte, 2009).Recent research on regret assume that,regardless of the result, the quality ofdecision making used in the selection maybe also regretted (Connolly et al, 2006).Regret of process is felt when theindividual compares unfavorably thedecision making process used in relation toanother decision-making process thatcould have been used (Lee and Cotte,2009)."The regret can be felt because of processof decision (regret of process) or the
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results of decision (regret of result)"(Zeelenberg and Pieters, 2007). Theintensity of regret in the context ofconsumption may increase depending onthe characteristics of the situation andpersonality (Delacroix, 2003). In thisarticle, the researchers aim to present thecontribution of previous research on regretmoderators, and enrich this literaturereview on regret moderators with anexploratory study.
The Regret ModeratorsAccording to Tsiros and Mittal (2000),there are several factors related to thesituation, but also related to the personalitythat can increase the feeling of regret aswell as the generation of counterfactualthoughts.
The Situational ModeratorsSome characteristics of the situationincrease the generating of mentalsimulations to compare between the realityand its alternatives. The key situationalfactors that influence the emergence andintensity of post-purchase regret reportedin the literature review are: valence,perceived responsibility, the justifiability ofthe decision, the reversibility of thedecision, the timing of the decision and thenumber of alternatives.
a. The ValenceThe valence is often linked to the notion ofpleasure-displeasure. Starting from theidea that the performance and non-compliance with expectations influencesatisfaction (Anderson and Sullivan, 1993;Yi, 1990), the individual may be faced withtwo situations when assessing postdecision-making: a negative or positivevalence. Tsiros and Mittal (2000) haveshown that people who buy a productwhose performance is good rarely imaginealternatives to reality. However, when theconsumer buys a product whoseperformance is unsatisfactory, he will havea greater tendency to generatecounterfactual thoughts. In the samecontext, Zeelenberg and Pieters (2004)have shown that regret comes more from

poor decisions and non-compliance withexpectations.
b. Perceived Responsibility: The Amount
of Effort Invested in the DecisionRegret is unique in its relationship withdecision-making and here lies theresponsibility (Zeelenberg and Pieters,2007). Sugden (1985) concluded that theintensity of regret is often influenced by thelevel of individual responsibility and self-blame. Self-blame and responsibilityproved to be a major component of regret.When individuals perceive that theirdecisions were unreasonable andinexplicable, they tend to feel responsiblefor having made the wrong decision (VanDijk et al, 1999). However, Connolly et al.(1997) posit that responsibility is not amain component of regret. And it isthrough the work of Zeelenberg et al.(1998.2000) and those of Connolly et al.(2000) that these debates about therelationship between regret andresponsibility have resulted in a consensusto decide that responsibility is an essentialcondition for triggering regret, but thedecision is not mandatory. Otherresearchers have introduced the notion ofeffort amount invested in the decision-making rather than perceivedresponsibility. Thus, the more a consumermakes effort in decision making, the less hefeels responsible in case of failure (Van Dijket al, 1999).
c. The Justifiability of the DecisionPrevious researches show that thedecisions leading to a change of the statusquo tend to get stronger emotional andcognitive responses than the decisions tomaintain the status quo (Kahneman, 1995;Kahneman and Tversky, 1982; Landman1987). The decision to change the statusquo is often accompanied by a higher levelof perceived responsibility, and thereforegenerates more regret in case of failurethan the decision to maintain the statusquo.Connolly and Zeelenberg (2002)criticize the contributions of previousresearch to the relationship betweenkeeping or changing the status quo andregret, considering that this relationship
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depends on the context of decisions andexperiences; a thing that was notmentioned in previous research. Thus, theyhave introduced the concept of justifiabilityof the decision to understand thephenomenon of status quo. They show thatregret is minimized with the mostreasonable and justified choices. On thisbasis, they developed the theory of decisionjustifiability that the feeling of regretcomes from a combination of resultassessment and the feeling of having madea non- justified bad choice.
d. The Reversibility of the DecisionThe level of regret experienced, regardlessof being actual or anticipated, can also beinfluenced by "the reversibility of theresult." A result can dramatically reversemoderate level of regret experienced.Indeed, previous research has shown thatirreversible alternatives can generate moreregret than reversible ones (Engel et al,1995; Landman, 1993; Tsiros and Mittal,2000). For example, most consumers tendto regret their decisions in the absence of aguarantee  in case of purchase withguarantee (Tsiros and Mittal, 2000). Theirreversibility stimulates counterfactualthoughts which increase the feeling ofregret (Mc Connell et al., 2000). Withreversible alternatives, consumers aremore passive, which makes them less likelyto expend energy in cognitivecounterfactual thoughts.
e. The Timing of the Decision-MakingVery few studies have focused on studyingthe impact of this factor on the intensity ofpost-purchase regret. This research showsthat consumers tend to regret theirpurchase when they perceive that the sameproduct purchased is offered in bestopportunities later. If the consumerdecides to wait for the best time to act,there would be a possibility of regret if thelost opportunity was more interesting thanexpected (Simonson, 1992). Specifically,consumers tend to feel more regretful andmore upset if they expect a future salesopportunity and find later that they misseda better opportunity in the next period ifthey buy the alternative already available,

and then discover they have missed abetter opportunity to sell (Simonson,1992). This has been attributed bySimonson to the fact that consumers expectto feel more responsibility if they expect afuture sales opportunity and find later thatthey missed a better opportunity the nexttime they buy, because they were not ableto predict what will happen in the future.
f. The Number of AlternativesThe moderating effect of the number ofalternatives on  market on  regret is littleexplored by the literature review. The workin psychology and economics have shownthat the high number of alternatives onmarket is advantageous because it allowspeople to match their personal preferenceswith the best options (Botti andIyengar,2004). Schwartz (2000) pinpointsthat the diversity and variety of choices(options) has several negative effects onwell-being since it is incapable oforganizing consumers’ preferences and theonly way not to feel regret is to choose thebest option.
Dispositional ModeratorsIs it possible that personalitycharacteristics may be involved in causingthe decision maker to feel more or lessregret? The answer is a definite yes, and it'sobvious that there is a systematicdifference between people and theirtendencies to regret (Schwartz et al, 2002).The main dispositional moderators of post-purchase regret cited in previous researchare self-esteem, willingness to socialcomparison, temporal orientation,optimism vs. pessimism, "maximizing vs.satisfying", the risk aversion andrumination.
a. Self-EsteemSelf-esteem can be defined as a positive ornegative attitude towards oneself. It is howthe individual thinks of oneself in general(Mehrabian, 1998, 2000). Zeelenberg andPieters (2004) revealed it is expected thatthe feeling of regret is strongly correlatedwith the level of self-esteem. This isconsistent with the contribution of other
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previous works, namely those of Josephs etal. (1992) and Roese and Olsen (1993),who reported that individuals with lowself-esteem are more motivated to protecttheir self-esteem when they take decisions.
b. Social Comparison DispositionGibbons and Buunk (1999), among others,have shown that some people have agreater propensity than others to comparethemselves to others. Zeelenberg andPieters (2002) argue that people who havea strong tendency to compare themselvesto others regret their decisions moreintensely than those without this pattern.
c. The Temporal OrientationBoninger et al. (1994) demonstrate themoderating effect of temporal orientation.They elucidate that if the chosen option isevaluated less favorably than the rejectedone, the forward-looking individualsexperience less regret than people lookingto the past. This is explained by the factthat people  turned to see no possibility toimprove in the future. Indeed, it was shownthat individuals oriented toward the pasttend to dwell on their experiences, whilethose oriented to the future use them aslessons to improve their future experiences(Markman et al., 1993; Böninger et al.,1994). For individuals facing future,negative experiences allow them to planand improve future activities. While thosewho are oriented towards the past fail todo so (Taylor et al, 1989).
d. Optimism and PessimismPessimists (those who interpret thingsnegatively) tend to regret their choicesmore than optimists (those who interpretthings in a positive way). Indeed, followingan event, people who are optimistic paymore attention to the positive features ofthe situation than the negativecharacteristics (Miller and McFarland,1994). Optimists reconstruct positively theperformance after an event. Sanna (1996,1998) studies this relationship between"optimism vs. pessimism" and regretthrough exploiting the impact of "optimismvs. pessimism" on engaging counterfactual

thinking. Sanna showed that pessimistsengage more in counterfactual thoughts inresponse to a negative experience thanoptimists who are committed to buildingmore downward counterfactuals.
e. “Maximizing vs. Satisficing”Schwartz et al. (2002) are among the firstto study the behavior of "Maximizers" and"satisficers." They define a "maximizer"(maximizing) as a person who seeks thebest in all his decisions and seeks toexamine all available options. However, the"satisficer" is any person who accepts anyoption that can meet the selection criteriabut not the best. People who are highlysensitive to regret tend to be "maximizer"(Schwartz et al, 2002). Schwartz et al.(2002) and Nenkov et al. (2008) point outthat the trend towards maximizingconverges to the tendency to feel moreregret. This relationship should be betterexplored in this article.
f. Risk AversionThe relationship between regret and risk isconditioned by the nature of informationreceived after the decision (feedback).Zeelenberg et al. (2007) found that whenconsumers have to choose between asecure and risky gambling, those whoexpect a feedback on the secure optiontend to choose the most secure option(safe); but those who expect to receivefeedback on the risky option will choose it.According to Joseph et al. (1992), thechoices that are not risky are the choicesthat minimize the potentialregret. Zeelenberg et al. (1996) show thatregret promotes risk aversion. similarilyMellers et al. (1999) assumed that as wetend to minimize the potential for regret,anticipation of regret is to hamper thetaking of risk.
g. RuminationThe notion of rumination refers tohelplessly thinking about somethingrepeatedly (Debenedetti and Gomez, 2006).The relationship between regret andrumination was explained by referring tocounterfactual thoughts. As long as the
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counterfactual thoughts involve peoplethinking in retrospect about past events, sothose who tend to dwell on the past(ruminants) are more likely than others togenerate counterfactual thoughts (Davis,1991).
MethodologyTo explore the regret moderators, theresearchers have chosen a qualitativeapproach using two marketing qualitativemethods of collecting data, i.e. individualqualitative interviews and focus group.Several methods of asking questions eitherprojective or direct via the scenariotechnique, free association, the analogmethod, completing sentences and storiestechnique were used. And an interviewguide was developed. The recruitment ofparticipants and moderation of groupswere conducted in a professional mannerwith a market research firm withaudiovisual recordings, a two way mirror,etc. Our sample consists of 15 individualinterviews: men and women, young and oldfrom different social classes and differentsocio-professional categories. Theresearchers conducted four focus groupswhose criteria were:
- Men or women.
- Age between 20 and 34 years andbetween 35 and 45 years.
- Social class: middle-lower classes andmiddle- higher classes.
Results and DiscussionsSpeeches made by respondents were fullytranscribed by two expert transcribers.After completing the categorization andconstruction of analysis grids using theNvivo 8, the researchers conducted athematic analysis of the entire corpus:transcripts of interviews and focus groups.
The Regret Moderators

A. Situational Moderators of Regret• Responsibility: more than 97% ofrespondents said, implicitly or explicitly,

that the perceived responsibility orjustifiability of the decision is animportant stimulant of post-purchaseregret feeling. Specifically, the morepeople see themselves responsible forbad choices and the more they perceivethat they have not invested their effort indecision making, the more they tend toregret their choices more than others.Not defining its needs, not exertingsufficient and necessary effort insearching for information, not making arational assessment and rigorousalternatives etc ... intensifies the feelingof regret for the consumer. Therefore,unjustified decisions tend to be regrettedmore than justified decisions. Theseresults converge to those of Van Dijk etal. (1999); Bell (1985); Medevec Gilovich(1995); Sugden (1985); Simonson(1992); and Zeelenberg et al. (2000). Itwas already proved that among thedefensive responses to cope withnegative emotions, individuals throwresponsibility for decisions on others.This defense mechanism is called "buckpassing" (Anderson, 2003).• The Valence: As demonstrated by Tsirosand Mittal (2000), people tend to regretmore in case of discrepancy betweenexpectations and product performance.This result appears frequently in thecorpus overall answers like: "... it may beregretted as it was discovered that theexisting options are not consistent withwhat he wanted ... "The majority ofrespondents say that the gap betweenthe performance obtained and thoseexpected of a product, or talking abouttheir experiences real or fictionalpresented during the data collection issufficient to increase the intensity of thefeeling of regret or even generate it. Inother words, the more the individual isdissatisfied with the purchased product(its quality, durability, price, value formoney ...), the more it does not meetexpectations and needs; and ultimatelythe more performance differs from thepromises, the more the individual tendsto regret his choice. The results of thiswork converge with the literature (Isenand Geva, 1987; Tsiros and Mittal, 2000).
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• The Choice between Brand Name and

Price: Although previous research hasnot explored thoroughly the effect of thechoice between brand name and price onregret, this relationship is important,because the respondents mentioned itmany times implicitly or explicitly intheir speeches. The opinions are notquite convergent as long as the majoritysays that the more the brand is known,the higher its price, the more qualityand the less they tend to regret it "...besides I like quality brand products, Ihave never regretted ... ". Thus, themajority of respondents show a negativerelationship between the choice betweenbrand name and price and regret. Whereto choose a known brand with anexpensive price is a way to minimize thegeneration of post-purchase regretfeeling. However, for others, although aminority, this relationship betweenbrand name, price and regret is positivein so far as choosing a brand known forhigh prices stimulate the generation andincrease the feeling of regret, especiallyafter a negative experience. People canfeel more regret when they buy the bestknown and most expensive brand, andfind out later that it is not better in anyway. These results converge with thoseof Simonson (1992) which show thatthere is a two-way relationship betweenregret and choice between brand nameand price. Simonson (1992) suggestedthat in the context of choice betweenbrand name and price, the relationshipbetween regret and responsibility canhave two directions. Consumers preferthe high price known brand to avoid thesituation of regret. This is explained bythe fact that they feel more responsibilitywhen they buy the less known andexpensive brand, and then see that it isless durable and less secure. Consumerscomplain more if they buy the bestknown and most expensive brand, andfind out later that it is not better in anyway. Also, those who choose brands thatare not known and pay little, expect apoor quality and sometimes non-compliant with their expectations, andtherefore they will not feel upset orregretful.

• The Justifiability of the Decision: the
Status Quo: The notion of status quo orjustifiability of decisions (Inman andZeelenberg, 2002) has an effect onincreasing the intensity of regret. Thisarticle has reiterated that individuals aremore likely to regret the decisionunjustified they see themselves moreaccountable for failure than decisionsjustified. Thus, they tend to change thestatus quo after a negative experienceand maintain it after a positiveexperience. Remaining loyal to a brandwith a positive experience is a way tominimize the error in the choice andsubsequently the regret associated withit. "... As usual I have seen several offersand then I decided to buy from someone Iknow, as a matter of trust ... "Someinterviewees perceive as abnormal,irrational and illogical behavior tochange products with which one issatisfied. After a negative experience andwhen the change is not justified, theperceived responsibility of failure is highand therefore the probability to regretthe choice rises. Thus, the relationshipbetween regret and status quo issignificantly positive in the absence oflogical reasons for change and vice versa.

• Nature of Purchase: Analysis of open-ended questions with objectives toexplore the situational moderators ofregret deduces that the nature of thepurchase has an effect on the increaseeven on the generation of post-purchaseregret. Interviewees tend to regret moreimpulsive buying rather than plannedpurchase. Thus, the respondents seethemselves more responsible for theerror when it comes to an impulsivepurchase, because the planned purchaseinvolves investing the effort required ineach step of the buying process andreversing impulsive buying when it goesdirectly to action. When it comes to animpulsive buying, it is more theemotional side that will respond. Andthus no forecast is made in advance andthe emotional side stimulates the buyingaction. Thus, respondents see themselvesmore responsible for the error if it is animpulsive buying, and they tend to regret
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more. This factor was not mentioned inany previous research to our knowledge.

• The Timing of Decision Making: Almost60% of respondents mentioned theimportance of timing in their purchasingdecisions and in the moderation of theirpost-purchase feelings. Buying a productand then perceiving that a bettercondition of sale was missed before orafter the purchase is an importantstimulus of post-purchase regret feeling.The more time allocated to decisionmaking is close to the optimum time, theless likely is the choice regretted. Somerespondents mentioned their regret wasbecause of missing an opportunity: "...Those who expect lower prices as muchas possible but ultimately find nothing,and sometimes they buy anything or theybuy poor quality and therefore regrettheir purchases ... ". A missedopportunity is normally accompanied bya high degree of responsibility for notoptimizing the time of purchase whichleads to the generation of regret. Onefeels responsible due to not seizing theopportunity when available. It is theregret of inaction.By converse implication, sense unitsindicating that after purchasing a productand realizing that the same is available inmuch better conditions (cheaper, withmore options, with the same price and withadditional accessories ...) are much morecommon, under such conditions two typesof reasoning were discussed. Somerespondents see themselves responsiblefor the error in the timing of decisionmaking, since they did not foresee thepossibility of buying the same product inthe best opportunities later. Otherscompletely rid themselves of thisresponsibility, the failure is beyond theircontrol and they justify it by the fact that itwas impossible to predict the optimal timeof purchase or price reductions as theydon't even have the profile to do. For theserespondents, the degree of regretexperienced is much lower than thatexperienced by the former. The presentresults converge with those of Simonson(1992).

• The Sale Service: Exploring regretmoderators allowed concluding that theSales Service has an important effect onthe intensity of the feeling of post-purchase regret. Despite the clearimportance of this factor in thisqualitative research, it was notmentioned in the literature review. Whatwas proven is that the more theconsumer feels to be "ripped off" by theService, the more he tends to dwell onthe past, and thus the more he tends toregret his choice. The Service is reflectedin the reaction of vendors, theirinvolvement in decision making and evenin the after sales service. The moreinformation received from vendors arewrong; the more sales service is poor;and the advice given is not reliable, themore respondents will blame themselvesfor the failure . They then tend to regrettheir purchases but they also regretaccepting to be submitted under thepressure of Sales Service. Verbatim suchas "it is the vendor who pushed me to buy
this product he misled me and he said it is
fashionable and that we will no longer
have this model and I will benefit a
discount” were received.

• Involvement: Detailed analysis of thesense units related to situationalmoderators of regret concludes that thelevel of involvement has an obviouseffect on the moderation of regret.Specifically it was clear that people haveless regret with regards to high degreeinvolvement products than those withlow level. They tend to regret expensiveproducts rather than cheap products.Indeed, as demonstrated by fewprevious researches, involvement withthe decision in question may have animportant effect on enablingcounterfactual generation (Meyers-Levyet Maheswaran, 1992), and situationswith high degree of involvement cancontribute to feelings of control overdecision making(Desmeules, 2002)which leads to positive effect  on post-purchase regret involvement.
• Reversibility: A decision is reversible ifthe result (or option) can be changed
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after purchase. This article points out  likeZeelenberg et al (1996), Engel et al(1995), Landman (1993), Tsiros et Mittal(2000), Delacroix (2003) ... thatirreversible decisions  provide moreregret than reversible ones. To minimizethis feeling of regret when evaluatingpost-purchase, people tend to choosemostly reversible alternatives, with awarranty, for example because they aresafer, "... Of course the warranty isimportant, at least it is a mark of safetyand integrity of the brand ... "" ... Thewarranty is a mark of safety that bringsdown regret ... ".In addition to reversiblealternatives, consumers are morepassive, which makes them less likely toexpend cognitive energy incounterfactual thoughts.
• The Number of Alternatives: The senseunits defined in this category are more orless redundant. The more choice islimited, the more failure is justified andthe less regret is intense "after all ... I hadno choice, I was obliged...." And the morechoices there are, the more anticipatedregret is restricted and the more post-purchase regret is intense. In otherwords, when the number of availablealternatives is high, people feel happierbecause they are more than likely tochoose carefully, but they feel moreresponsible and they have no room forerror. For this reason, in case of failurethey regret more. So, when there areseveral alternatives, task becomes verydifficult and complicated. This increasesthe feeling of post- purchase regret, sincecommitment to comparative andcounterfactual thinking will be easier "...in fact, I was torn between two optionsand finally I chose the second one, Ishould have chosen the first ... ". This isparticularly experienced by "maximizers"or perfectionists who look for the bestdecision possible. The moderating effectof the number of alternatives on regretavailable on market is little explored bythe literature review. The present findingconcur with the result of some work inpsychology and economics that revealedthat the high number of alternatives onmarket is advantageous because it allowspeople to match their personal

preferences with the best options (Bottiet Iyengar, 2004), although the increasein the number of alternatives can makethe choice less attractive, so much thatsome individuals delegate the choice toothers (Beattie et al, 1994). Individualsfacing a lot of options feel moreresponsible for their choices becausethey have the potential to find the bestoption. This implies a higher level ofregret when they have not investedenough time and effort to find the bestoption. They regret more as they becomeunable to arrange their preferences inchoosing (Schwartz, 2000).
B. Dispositional Moderators of RegretIn addition to the characteristics of thesituation, the personality characteristicsare also involved in the moderation ofregret. It should be noted that thesepersonality factors were much explored bythe projective techniques used throughoutthe interviews and focus groups.
• Willingness to Social Comparison: Ananalysis of the sense units identified inthis category points out that thedisposition to social comparison isamong the main factors that can increaseor decrease the intensity of the feeling ofregret at the post-purchase assessment.This result which is based on the theoryof social comparison (Festinger, 1954)was provided in several other studies,namely those of Gibbons and Buunk(1999); Zeelenberg and Pieters (2002)and Delacroix (2003). The contributionof this paper is to understand the effectof the involvement of others before,during and after the purchase decisionon the intensity of the post-purchaseregret feeling. On several occasions, therespondents mentioned that beinginfluenced by others prior to thedecision-making such as  purchasing aproduct similar to that owned by afriend, or to follow a trend, or just toshow the belonging to a certain socialclass without being convinced, increasesmost certainly the feeling of post-purchase regret. "... So following others,

buying what everyone else buys and
ignoring one’s own needs is not free,
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regret is the price you have to pay .That’s
it! ... ".The involvement of others in thevery act of buying is a two-wayrelationship with regret. On the onehand, and especially after a negativeexperience, those who make their finaldecisions under the influence of a thirdperson will be more responsible for thediscrepancy between their expectationsand needs and the actual performance ofthe product. "... I should have seen more
options and buy only the product that
appeals to me, not the one appealing to
someone else ...".On the other hand, some respondentsargue that significant comparison withothers is a way to help oneself making theright choice; thus minimizing post-purchase regret. This is explained by thefact that they try to make the requiredeffort in terms of choice, informationresearch and evaluation of availablealternatives and therefore minimizing theperception of responsibility in case offailure. "... I should have come with myfriends because my friends can help andrecommend to me the right choice ... ".Afterthe purchase, respondents agree thatindividuals who tend to comparethemselves to others are more likely toregret their choices than others. Also,individuals who are sensitive to otherpeople’s criticism and who agree to bejudged by them are more likely to regrettheir choices than others. "... Under pressure

of my brother’s opinion who told me why did
I buy this old-fashioned phone, with an
amount that could allow me to buy another
one more fashionable ... ".
• Impulsivity: The fact that the individualis impulsive in his/her choices is likely tostimulate an obvious regret for almost allthe interviewees. This work has provenfor the first time that impulsivity is oneof the major personality characteristicsmoderating the feeling of post-purchaseregret. Thus, people who are impulsivetend to regret their choices more thannon-impulsive people. This is due to thefact that impulsivity is oftenaccompanied by not providing enougheffort in decision making; therefore theperception of greater responsibility in

case of failure in making the rightdecision.
• Temporal Orientation: An analysis ofthe sense units identified in this categoryattests the existence of a temporalorientation moderating effect on post-decision regret. As evidenced byBöninger et al (1994) and Delacroix(2003), temporal orientation has asignificant moderating effect on thegeneration of regret among consumers inthe evaluation of their decisions.Specifically, the majority of opinionsagree on the fact that individuals who areoriented toward the past tend are toregret more than those who are orientedtoward the future. Indeed, those who areoriented toward the past cannot forget itand cannot easily forget afterwards thepast positive and mainly negativedecisions. They tend to dwell on the pastand engage in more counterfactualreasoning. Repeatedly, respondents saidthat they prefer to not to linger on thepast in order to avoid regret "... Butgenerally I do not like going back in timeto compare because it affects me in theheart ... ".
• Optimism vs. Pessimism: Theresearchers conclude that pessimiststend to regret more than optimists. "...

We must just see the good side of things,
not being too negative ... ". Theinterviewees believe that optimism helpsin easily forgetting the negativeexperiences and thus minimizing theirfeeling of regret. Optimists undertakeless comparative reasoning and evaluatemore positively their decisions.Optimists have strong post purchaseregret control strategies. The presentfindings converge with the previouswork; in fact, it was demonstrated thatpessimists tend to regret more thanoptimists. This is due to the fact thatoptimists are more likely to comparetheir situations to less favorablesituations. On the other hand, pessimistscompare their situations to morefavorable situations (Kasimatis et Wells,1995). Besides, pessimists cannot easilyforget their past and especially thenegative experiences and pay more
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attention to negative features thanpositive features of the situation(McFarland et Miller, 1994; Sanna, 1996,1998).

• Perfectionism: This article reveals theimportance of perfectionism in themoderation of post-purchase regret.Although this characteristic is notmentioned in any previous research, it issignificant and deserves to be mentioned.What is mentioned is that theperfectionist i.e. those who are verydemanding in terms of choice andexpectations, tend to regret more thanothers. The analysis of the sense unitsrelated to perfectionism leads to theconclusion that such perfectionists’expectations are accurate and they are sodemanding that it is not easy to find thechoice that can fully satisfy them.Perfectionists are not easily satisfied bytheir decisions and engage incounterfactual thoughts. "... Perfectionists
are people who regret more because their
selection criteria are very complex,
therefore, they will not be very likely
satisfied with purchases ... ".• "Maximizing vs. Satisficing" Thiscategory was mentioned on severaloccasions by the respondents eitherexplicitly or implicitly. The projectivetechniques used highlights that"maximizers" tend to engage incomparative reasoning more than others.However, those who seek only to reach adefinite level of satisfaction are no moremotivated by comparative reasoning.Once that level of satisfaction isguaranteed they feel happy and theymove on to something else. So, thesatisficers regret less than maximizers.Thus, the impact of the rejected option ofpost purchase evaluation is more intenseamong "maximizers" than "satisficers" asthey reach their equilibrium whenchoosing the best option. The notion of"satisficing" was not well explored by theliterature review and it deserves to bementioned in this article because it wasoften mentioned in interviews conductedwith individuals and groups. The presentresults converge with those of Schwartzet al (2002) who found that "maximizers"

engage more in social comparisons andare more concerned with what others do.So, they generate more counterfactualthoughts. Thus, the rsearchers haveproved that "Maximizers" regret moreand feel less happy with their choices,they are less satisfied about their livesand feel less joy, optimism and self-esteem. Nenkov et al. (2008) writes“Potential regrets are often present as"
maximizers "are always  wondering
whether the choice they made is the best
and are always doubtful about it ." Notethat ''maximizers'' tend to beperfectionists (knowing thatpsychologists say these two areseparate).• Risk Aversion: it is an importantmoderator of regret. When it wasestablished that "risk tolerant" people,i.e. those who are innovative and  "dare "to try a product or brand they do notknow, are more likely to regret than therisk-averse. In fact, with low levels of riskpeople give less consideration to theirchoice and feel less responsible in case offailure. To minimize the probability ofmaking a bad choice and not to regret,interviewees suggest not taking the riskand engaging in the ambiguities of anunknown brand or innovation "... Let theadventurers try and then you’ll findyourself much more comfortable ...".However, and less frequentlymentioned, risk tolerant people regretless than risk averse ones because theyare less sensitive to negative experiencesand they are psychologically prepared toloss and gain "... life is a game and to win
you should play and you lose when you
play so you have to accept the loss .... "Thus, risk-averse people have strongerregret control strategies.

• Self-esteem: This personalitycharacteristic is negatively related topost-purchase regret the more theindividual has self-confidence, the less hetends to regret his choice; while thosewith low self-esteem do not value theirdecisions and easily engage incounterfactual reasoning. Individualswith low self-esteem are more likely tonegatively evaluate their decisions. They
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feel more responsible for failure. Thisresult is accentuated by previousresearch especially that of Roese andOlson (1993) and Brown and Smart(1991).

• Hesitation: hesitation is supposed tohave a positive connection with regret.The hesitating individual, who does notdecide quickly and easily and lacksconfidence and firmness, is more likelynot to make the right choice, and thus ismore likely to regret the decisions thannon-hesitating people. When onehesitates one is not sure of one’s choices,so one tends to engage more incomparative reasoning later. This factorwas often mentioned by respondentsalthough it was not mentioned in anyprevious work.
• The Age: comparative analysis of youngvs. aged respondents’ answer clearlypoints out that age has a very importantmoderating effect on the emergence andintensity of post purchase regret. Theanalysis of sense units identified in thiscontext implies that the elderly tend tohave less regret than young peoplebecause they have sufficient expertise tosuccessfully make the right choice,though the young are less skilled andmore impulsive which makes themregret more.
• Gender: corpus analysis allowed us toinfer that females tend to regret morethan males for various reasons. First,females are more sensitive andemotional than males so it is more likelyto display emotional responses. Second,females tend to engage more incomparative reasoning which intensifiesthe emergence of regret. The portrait ofthe person who tends to regret moreoften has been a sensitive young female.
• Rumination: It was repeatedly referredto, implicitly or explicitly that ruminatorstalk repeatedly about their decisions andare not able to overcome their failures.They engage in comparative reasoningfrom negative experiences more thanpositive ones. The Profile of a ruminatoris very close to the profile of one who

often tend to feel regret, "a young womanwith a strong tendency to persist in anaction, a tendency to assumeresponsibility in case of failure, a ratherlow self-esteem, a tendency to regret herdecision to be pessimistic and lie more inthe reflection than in action, finally, shehad difficulty in communication. "rumination is an important moderatingfactor of regret even if it is not reportedin any works on regret.
Synthesis and InterpretationThe exploration of regretting consumerbehavior has identified the main factorsthat can stimulate the generation of regretfeeling and influence its intensity whenassessing post purchase. As in Delacroix’sresearch (2003), these factors are classifiedinto two categories.
A. Situational ModeratorsThis category includes characteristicsrelated to the situation, emerging from theoverall corpus that promote among thesurveyed population the generation ofmental simulations to compare the realityand its alternatives. Although previousresearch has demonstrated that varioussituational characteristics may occur whenevaluating post-purchase in order tomoderate the intensity of  regret feeling,several other situational factors mentionedin very few researches on regret or not atall mentioned are tackled in this articleand deserve to be better explored in futureresearch. Thematic analysis of datacollected during the investigative stage ofthis empirical work has, on the one hand,allowed to prove again, like many otherprevious researches, that perceivedresponsibility; or  the amount of effortinvested in decision making, the valenceand the status quo; or the justifiability andreversibility of decision have a significanteffect in moderating the intensity of regretwhen evaluating post purchase. On theother hand, the results have generatedother situational factors that werementioned by very few previous researchesor almost absent in the most recentresearches that focused on exploringconsumer’s experience of regret.Interviewees often felt that the choice
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between brand name and price has a greateffect in moderating the feeling of postpurchase regret. This relationship betweenregret and the choice between brand nameand price varies in both directions.On the one hand, the majority ofrespondents said that choosing a brandname at a high price is a way to avoid thesituation of regret. On the other hand, somerespondents mentioned that when theychoose a brand that is not known and notexpensive, they will not regret. This isexplained by the fact that when choosing abrand that is not known and with a lowprice, they expect a non-compliance withtheir expectations and they will not beregretful or upset if it does.Although this category has frequentlyappeared in the overall corpus, onlySimonson (1992) noted it in his research.Simonson (1992) is also the only one, as faras it is known, who proved that the choiceof the decision making time has an effect onthe intensity of the feeling of post purchaseregret and even its making.This article has also shown that the choiceof decision making time is important in thepurchase decision in post purchaseevaluation to the extent that respondentshave revealed their tendency to optimizethe time of decision making to avoid thesituation of regret. Further analysis ofsense units on the situational moderatorsposit that consumers complain more aboutproducts with a high degree of involvementthan those with low level of involvement.Very little research has suggested thispositive effect on the degree ofinvolvement in the post purchase regret(Meyers-Levy and Maheswaran, 1992;Desmeules, 2002). Very few researchesalso studied the relationship between thenumber of alternatives on market andregret. This category was widelymentioned in the answers of therespondents. Finally, data collected duringthe empirical investigation of this workhave put forward two other situationalfactors that were not mentioned in theliterature i.e. the Sales Service and thenature of purchase. Repeatedly,interviewees mentioned implicitly or

explicitly that the Sale Service is a keyfactor that has a significant effect on theamplification of post purchase regretfeeling and even contributing to itsgeneration. What was demonstrated in thiswork is that the  respondents perceivebadly Sale Service; more precisely, themore they feel "ripped off" by vendors andafter-sales service, for example, will not beperforming well, the more they tend toregret their purchases.Also, this article demonstrates that theTunisian consumer tends to regret moreimpulsive than planned purchase. This isexplained by the fact that people feel moreresponsible for failure if they buyimpulsively, because they have notinvested enough in decision making thanwhen they buy in a planned manner.
B. Dispositional ModeratorsRecently, Delacroix (2003) was interestedin works that have focused onunderstanding the dispositionalmechanisms and its impact on consumer’sexperience of regret. The qualitativeresearch techniques and especiallyprojective techniques have encouraged theexploration of these dispositionalmoderators in the context of consumption.The contribution of this present work tendsto meet the same conclusions with that ofprevious work (discussed in the first partof this article) by demonstrating again thatthe characteristics related to personality,such as the disposition to socialcomparison, temporal orientation,optimism and pessimism and self-esteemaffect the intensity of regret whenevaluating post purchase.However, other characteristics related topersonality like impulsivity, perfectionism,risk aversion, the "maximizing vs.satisficing", hesitation, rumination,perfectionism, hesitation , gender and agemust be taken into account to betterunderstand the consumer’s experience ofregret .Indeed, analysis of the sense units relatedto dispositional moderators shows thatimpulsivity has a positive effect on regret;
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that is, impulsive consumers tend to regrettheir choices more than non-impulsiveconsumers as they don’t invest enougheffort in making a decision they are moreemotional than rational, and therefore theyfeel more responsible for the failureprimarily due to a negative experience.The respondents considered implicitly orexplicitly that perfectionists, those who arevery demanding in terms of choice, aremore likely to regret their choices becausethey are often not in line with theirexpectations. Similarly, maximizers regretmore than satisficers because they aremore motivated to engage in comparativeand counterfactual reasoning.In this paper, the researchers show thatrisk aversion stimulates comparativereasoning in assessing post purchase. Thisleads risk-averse people to more likelyregret their choice than risk tolerantpeople, as they consider themselves moreresponsible for the error due to a negativeexperience. The analysis also reveals thatrisk tolerant people regret less becausethey have a strong ability to accept failure.This discrepancy can be explained by thefact that risk-averse strategies have verystrong regulation of regret and they arevery able to overcome their failures.Finally, a minority of respondents felt thatmore hesitant people tend to regret theirchoice than non hesitants because they aremore likely to err in making the rightdecision; hence engage in morecomparative reasoning in post purchaseevaluation. Ruminators regret more thannon-ruminants because they keep trottingout about the past and don’t have a strongability to overcome failure. Women tend toregret more than men and younger regretmore than elders because the latter have

acquired sufficient expertise in life to avoidmistakes in their choices, they engage lessin comparative reasoning and are lessimpulsive and rarely feel responsible forany regret. Also, they have very strongcontrol strategies over regret especiallyreligious, "it is God’s will ...".
Limitations and Future Directions of
Research: Although the approach taken inthis article sheds light on post-purchasebehavior of consumers, some limitationsand methodological questions deserve tobe explored in future research.• In this article, the moderators of regretwere grouped into two categoriesmoderators: situational and dispositionalmoderators. These two aspects werestudied independently, as in almost allprevious researches, but the interactionsbetween personality and situationvariables have not been studied withelucidation. This dichotomy refers to thedebate between two paradigms: that ofdifferentialists (Eysenck, 1967), whoconsider that behavior can be explainedprimarily by the personality and theSituationists (Mischel, 1968), for whomthe characteristics of the situation aresufficient to explain behavior. The debatewas resolved through the development ofinteractionist models (Bowers, 1973),interested in the interactions betweenpersonality and situationscharacteristics. It will shortly be relevantto study in future research theseinteractions as part of the experience ofregret to determine how different typesof people react to situations that cancause regret.• We had to go to a confirmatory phase totest the new variables identified in thispaper via a quantitative study.
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